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I N F O  B O XI N F O  B O X

WHAT IS THE WEATHER LIKE? / HOW IS THE WEATHER?

It is sunny. 

It is cloudy.

It is stormy.

It is snowy.                                                   

It is foggy.                                                                                                 

I feel sleepy.  I feel anxious.

I feel moody.    I feel upset/sad.                    I feel happy.               

I feel scared.  I feel energetic.                                                                                    

It is rainy.

It is windy.

It is hailing.  

It is freezing / cold.                                                      

It is hot.

HOW DO YOU FEEL?
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ACT I V I TESACT I V I TES

1.

Hi, everyone. Can you please match these 

weather conditions with their pictures?

hot –– hailing –– raining –– snowy -– windy        

cloudy –– freezing –– lightning

Example: lightning

a)

d)

e)

g)

f)b)

c)
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Hi, everyone. Can you please match 

these feelings with their pictures?

 anxious –– moody –– scared

sleepy –– upset –– happy 

Example: anxious

a) d)

c)

b) e)

2.
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3. Look at the World Weather Forecast chart and write the weather conditions as in the example.

İSTANBUL

MOSCOW

LONDON

BERLIN

ATHENS

ROME

Example:

1- In İstanbul, it’s sunny and the temperature is fifteen degrees Celsius.

2-…………………………………………………………………………………………………

3- …………………………………………………………………………………….………….

4- ……………………………………………………………………………………................

5- ………………………………………………………………………………………………..

6- ………………………………………………………………………………………………..

15 °C

13 °C

-1 °C

16 °C

11 °C

19 °C

11

22

33

44

55

66
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4. Selin and Mert are walking to school together and they are talking. Complete their dialogue with the
sentences in the box.

Selin: The weather is very nice today.

Melike: 1) ……………………………………………………………………………….………………………..........................

Selin: I feel very happy on sunny days. How do you feel on sunny days?

Melike: 2) ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………................

Selin: What is your favorite season?

Melike: 3).……………………………………………………………………………………………………………....................

Selin: I like summer too and making snowman in winter is fun.

Melike: Yes, it is. How do you feel when there is lightning?

Selin: 4) ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………......................

Melike: Me too. I feel anxious when it is hailing. What about foggy days?

Selin: 5) ………………………………………………………………………………….………………………….....................

Melike: I think the best seasons are spring and summer.

Selin: Yes, certainly. I like playing outside in warm weather.

a) I feel scared and, I go and hug my   
teddy bear. 
b) I feel energetic on sunny days.
c) Yes, it’s warm and sunny.
d) I feel upset because I can’t see
anything.
e) My favorite season is summer but I like 
snow very much. What about you?
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5. The students in class 6/A are looking at a weather forecast web page and talking about the weather conditions 
in Turkey this week. Read their sentences and write the names of the cities they are talking about in the 
blanks.

Muş             Bursa            Kars           Aydın            Afyon           Malatya            Ankara            Samsun

Ayşe: Don’t forget to take your umbrella with you or you get wet in these two cities.
1) …………………………….……………….      …………………………………………….  

Ceylin: It is not very hot because it is partly cloudy so it’s warm in these two cities.
4) …………………………….……………….      …………………………………………….  

Pınar: You cannot see the sun because it is cloudy all week in these two cities so take some 
warm clothes with you.
5) …………………………….……………….      …………………………………………….  

Can: The temperature can be freezing there. But you can make a snowman.
2) ………………………………........................................................................................

Serdar: It is really hot and dry because there is no cloud all week.
3) ………………………………………………………...........................................…….....
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6. Elif is talking about the weather conditions in her hometown. Fill in the missing words from the box.                         

sunny –– lightning –– season –– happy ––  winter –– stormy –– sleepy –– scared –– energetic  

Hello, I am Elif. I live in a big city. It is summer now. I love summer because it is always 1) ……………………… and 

hot. We can go swimming and play outside with our friends. I feel 2) ………………………. in summer time. But my 

favorite 3) ………………… is spring. I am happier at this time of the year.  Because it is not very hot or cold. I love 

beautiful spring flowers. There is a beautiful forest behind our apartment. We go there and have a picnic. My sister 

Ela likes  4) ……………. best  because she is a professional skier. She feels very 6) ……………………………....… 

in cold weather and she wants to do skiing day and night. In other seasons, she wants to be in bed and she feels 

5)…………………………  .  I can say, I like autumn, too. The color of trees is wonderful in this season. But I don’t 

like 7) ………………………... weather. I feel 8) ……………… when there is lightning in the sky.
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7. Look at the pictures and write how the people feel and the weather conditions as in the example. Use the 
words in the box to express feelings.                

moody            happy         scared        anxious         upset

Example: Ali feels sleepy on cloudy days.

1) Mustafa ...........................................................................................................

2) Hazar ..............................................................................................................

3) Barış ...............................................................................................................

4) Leyla ...............................................................................................................

5) Deniz ..............................................................................................................
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8. Look at the weather forecast for today and the next five days for Ankara. Answer the questions as in the 
example.

ANKARA

240

16:30
Mon, Apr 28

SUN
 25  C0

MON
 19  C

TUE
 19  C

WED
 15  C

THU
 10  C0 0 0 0

Example: What is the weather like today and what is the temperature?
Today it is partly cloudy and the temperature twenty-four degrees Celsius.

1- What is the temperature on Thursday?
………………………………………………………….....................................……………………………...

2- What is the weather like on Wednesday? 
……………………………………………………………………………….....................................…………

3- What is the weather like and what is the temperature on Monday?
………………………………………………………………………….....................................………………

4- Can you go on a picnic on Tuesday in Ankara? Why?
……………………………………………………………………….....................................…………………

5- Which day is better for you? Why?
……………………………………………………………………................................……………………
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9. Hakan moved to Kars from Antalya with his family. He sends an e-mail to his best friend Selim in Antalya. 
Read his e-mail and put a tick on the picture about he writes. There is one extra picture.

My dear best friend, 
I miss you so much. I miss Antalya, too. Kars is a nice city but it is 
colder than Antalya. It is winter time now and the weather is freezing. 
It’s minus nine degrees Celsius now. But it is very fun to play with 
snow and making snowman with friends here. They say it snows 
even in April here and there are storms and lightnings in spring time. 
You know I like warm and sunny weather because I feel very happy 
and energetic. I have got news for you! We are planning to spend 
the summer holiday in Antalya. I can’t wait to see you there. We can 
spend a lot of time together. We can go swimming in sunny and hot 
weather and play games in the garden with our friends.

-9  C0

11 22 33

44 55 66

77 88 99
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10. The English teacher in the class 6/B is asking questions to the students about the unit 4. Match the 
answers with the questions.

1- What is the weather like in Rize in autumn?
.......................................................................

  a- It is very hot and dry.

2- How do you feel on rainy days?
....................................................................... b- It is twenty degrees Celsius.

3- What is the weather like in Dubai in summer?
.......................................................................

c- It’s rainy and foggy.

4- What is the temperature now?
....................................................................... d- No, I don’t but I feel anxious.

5- Do you feel scared when there is lightning?
.......................................................................

e- I like sunny weather because I can play outside.

6- What kind of weather do you like? Why?
.......................................................................

f- I feel moody and sleepy.
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11. Cem is doing his English homework. Can you help him put the words into the correct order?

 like / weather / stormy / don’t / I
........................................................................................................................................................

minus / is / one / Celsius / degree / The temperature
........................................................................................................................................................

 in Alaska / What / the weather / like / is /?
........................................................................................................................................................

hot and sunny / generally / is / in Antalya / It
........................................................................................................................................................

feel / how / you / do / days / on / foggy /?
........................................................................................................................................................

11

22

55

33

44
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    FIND IT

12. Look at the pictures and do the puzzle.

Ac r o s sAc r o s s
Do w nDo w n

1144

22
88

66

1 11 1
77

33

99

55

1 01 0
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TESTTEST

1. Which of the following is TRUE according to the picture?

I feel …………. because it’s ………….  

A) upset / windy
B) happy / moody
C) foggy / hailing
D) happy / raining

2.

A) B)

C) D)

Which picture shows the correct weather condition according to the dialogue?

Ayşe: I am bored. Let’s play in the garden.
Aysun: We can’t go outside because the TV says it will hail today. It’s dangerous.
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CITY NAME

PARTLY CLOUDY
220

16:30
Monday

16/03/2021

TUE
 25  C0

WED
 20  C

TUE
 19  C

FRI
15  C

SAT
 -5  C

SUN
 25  C0 0 0 0 0

3. Which of the following is NOT correct according to the weather forecast?

A) The temperature is minus five degrees celsius on Saturday.
B) Take your umbrella with you because it’s rainy on Thursday.
C) The weather is very cold and stormy on Tuesday.
D) On Friday, you can see lightning at night.
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ANSW ER KEYANSW ER KEY

ACTIVITY 1

a) raining   b) windy   c) freezing   d) cloudy   e) hailing   f) hot   g) snowy

ACTIVITY 2

a) happy    b) sleepy    c) scared    d) moody    e) upset

ACTIVITY 3

2- In Berlin, it’s rainy and the temperature is thirteen degrees Celsius.
3- In Moscow, it’s cloudy and the temperature is minus one degree Celsius.
4- In Athens, it’s sunny and the temperature is sixteen degrees Celsius.
5- In London, it’s foggy and the temperature is eleven degrees Celsius.
6- In Rome, it’s windy and the temperature is nineteen degrees Celsius.

ACTIVITY 4

1) c       2) b      3) e       4) a      5) d  
 
ACTIVITY 5

1) Bursa / Samsun    2) Kars    3) Afyon    4) Aydın / Ankara    5) Malatya / Muş

ACTIVITY 6

1) sunny   2) happy   3) season   4) winter   5) energetic   6) sleepy   7) stormy   8) scared   

ACTIVITY 7

1- Mustafa feels anxious on snowy days.
2- Hazar is feeling happy on sunny days.
3- Barış feels scared when there is lightning in the sky.
4- Leyla feels upset on rainy days.
5- Deniz feels moody on foggy days .

ACTIVITY 8

1- It is ten degrees Celsius on Thursday.
2- It is rainy on Wednesday.
3- It is cloudy and the temperature is nineteen degrees Celsius.
4- No, I can’t because it is stormy and rainy.
5- Sunday is better for me because, I Iike sunny weather. (Student’s own answer.)

ACTIVITY 9

1-                2-              3-             4-             5-             6-             7-             8-             9- X

ACTIVITY 10

1- c       2- f       3- a       4- b       5- d       6- e
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ACTIVITY 11

1- I don’t like stormy weather.
2- The temperature is minus one Celsius degree.
3- What is the weather like in Alaska?
4- It is generally hot and sunny in Antalya.
5- How do you feel on foggy days?

Test Answers

1) D                  2) B                 3) C

ACTIVITY 12

11 l

10 r


